
SUCCESS STORY
AppGeo’s Giza Imagery 
Streaming Tool helps the Texas 
Natural Resources Information 
System to Reduce Costs and 
Enhance Data Democracy

About the Texas Natural Resources  
Information System (TNRIS)

TNRIS Program Manager for Strategic  
Mapping (StratMap) Gayla Mullins and  
her team help to keep Texas state agencies  
data informed 24/7 with data streaming  
and download services for imagery,  
LiDAR, address points, and land parcels. 

•   Data shared and shipped on hard  
drives cost significant time, money,  
and effort.

•   Custom imagery capture is expensive 
and time-consuming to acquire.

•   The organization needed a way to  
track who was using data and how 
much was being used.

•   Develop a new cost sharing model that 
utilizes Giza, a solution that streams  
imagery using OGC WMS and WMTS  
for immediate access.

•   Giza simplifies imagery streaming by 
tracking streaming usage and volume  
to enable an effective usage-based  
cost sharing model.

•   Provide custom links with restricted  
imagery access through Giza so  
agencies participating in the cost  
share program only see what is  
relevant to them.

CHALLENGES

SOLUTION



The Imagery Data Streaming Story
The Texas Natural Resources Information System  
(TNRIS, a division of the Texas Water Development 
Board) is a state resource that provides high quality 
historic and current geospatial data. More than  
10 state agencies rely on TNRIS to provide data for 
basemaps, elevation, historic and current imagery,  
hydrography, land cover, LiDAR, transportation,  
weather, and reference grid data.  Much of this  
responsibility falls on the shoulders of StratMap  
Manager, Gayla Mullins, who has led TNRIS’s  
statewide image capture program and contributed 
to TNRIS’s data sharing program for over 10 years. 
 
The data and cost sharing program at TNRIS serves 
many diverse state departments including the Texas 
Water Development Board for flood analysis, coastal 
studies, reservoir management, for infrastructure  
and science/conservation. Datasets are relied upon  
by major state agencies like the Texas Department of 
Transportation for construction projects, Texas Parks 
and Wildlife for ecological management and park  
planning, the Texas Commission on Environmental 
Quality for air and water quality, Texas General 
Land for coastal erosion, and more. Gayla’s mantra is  
“collect once and use many times… datasets are used 
over and over for more than just these applications.”

After years of physically mailing hard drive bricks back 
and forth to various state agencies, TNRIS was forced 
to rethink how an imagery and data sharing program 
could scale. Mullins and her team investigated less 
costly image programs and popular data streaming 
alternatives. But that wasn’t enough to help the  
organization scale and advocate for a data  
streaming program.  

“We contemplated building something  
in-house, but the time it would take and  
resources it would take wouldn’t be worth  
the pay off that we got compared to AppGeo” 
Mullins affirms. 

As part of their response, TNRIS initiated an  
evaluation process to get operations efficiently  
on track and make sure their imagery has the  
highest availability and ease of access possible.  
After evaluating several other products, they  
chose Giza for its ease of use, affordability, and  
its ability to scale to TNRIS’s plans to expand  
services to other agencies.  

Mullins now uses Giza to stream over 30 terabytes 
of imagery to over twelve different state agencies 
and numerous local agencies. Mullins and her team 
rave over Giza’s ease of use and AppGeo support, 
which is making it easy to share and measure usage 
of their imagery streams.  “We look at Giza every 
day in order to manage all of our user accounts. 
Definitely something we rely on and is of great 
benefit to us.”

Mullins is quick to praise Giza's reliability and  
speed – she relies on Giza “especially because  
pixel resolution is so high and there is no [need  
for on-site] hosting.”

With the extra level of flexibility Giza brings to the 
table, Mullins and her team can focus their efforts 
on better servicing TNRIS citizens and employees,  
and developing innovative services such as a better 
data-sharing hub for more varieties of data such as 
parcel fabrics and LiDAR.

“AppGeo...delivers on results, works in  
a professional manner, and is on the  
cutting edge.” – Gayla Mullins


